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I.

Introduction
For many oligopolistic industries, cost conditions may pre

clude the competitive equilibrium where price equals marginal
cost.

In such industries, firm average costs are falling in the

relevant ranges of output, so a price equal to marginal cost would
result in receipts less than total outlays.
l ong-run, firms would leave the market.

Consequently, in the

some economists have

suggested that efficiency requires subsidies to help implement
marginal cost pricing, but such policy may not necessarily be
optimal in a macro-sense

(see Baumol 1979).

Others have positen

that some form of collusion is needed for these industries to
survive unaided by the rest of society

(see Bittlingmayer 1982).

Many writers have asserted that in the short-run the American
steel industry may fit these conditions, and some empirical evid
ence points to such a conclusion .

Rowley

(1971) gives a summary

of this evidence but does not himself subscribe to this view of
steel firm cost curves.

Instead he asserts that the actual short

run curves loosely resemble the u-shaped curves presented in most
economics text books and that steel firms usually op erate on the
upsloping portions of these curves .
Rowley bases his conclusion on a study of the American steel
industry using activity analysis which shows that the steel firms
use several dif ferent technologies of varying efficiencies
Tsao 1970).

(see

In addition, most large steel companies are multi

plant, and their plants usually have somewhat different cost

situations.

The seemingly logical reaction of the firms, then,

w ould be to use the most efficient plants and processes at low
levels of output and bring into production the higher cost plants
as demand and capacity utili zation increases.

Consequently, at

most output levels the firms would face rising short-run cost
curves, and profitable marginal cost pricing would be possible.
W hile with u-shaped cost curves, the small numbers collusion
problem may still exist, the possible necessity for collusion
di scussed by Bittli ngmayer would not.
Most of the studies cited by Rowley were done prior to the
recent developments in duality theory and computer technology that
allow for the econometric estimation of production and cost func
tions.

In estimating such models, it is now possible to take into

account problems such as changing factor prices and tec hnological
conditions that the earlier studies failed to address sufficiently.
In this paper, we will measure the cost curves of the largest
American steel firms to see if the falling cost situation exists.
Due to certain measurement problems mentioned below, we will deal
only with the short-run, and any conclusions drawn will not
necessarily apply to the long-run.

But the steel firm's short-run

situation could certainly af fect its long-run decisions.
A major econometric problem exists, however, in applying cost
analysis to firms in industries such as steel because price and
quantity are unregulated.

The unregulated market output and the

total costs of these firms are simultaneously determined

so the

chosen outputs are dependent not only on demand conditions but
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also·on the nature of the cost curve.

Output is then endogenous

not exogenous, and therefore the standaro ordinary-least-squares
( OLS) technique leads to inconsistent and biased estimators.
Most previous cost-curve analyses have been done for regulated
firms such as electric utilities and railroads where output was
taken to be exogenous. !
1976;

Brown,

(See Nerlove 1965;

Caves, and Christensen 1979;

and Swanson 1981. )

Christensen and Greene

and Caves,

Christensen,

Even for the regulated firms, however, the

simultaneity problem may be present because at some times the regu
latory constraint may not be binding

(see Joskow 197 3).

an alternative approach may be useful here too.

So perhaps

To find this

alternative one should view the firm cost function as only one
equation embedded in a simultaneous system that includes industry
demand, the cost curves of rival firms, and

(for oligopolistic

firms) equations determining the state of competition.

To develop

such a complete system may often be impossible due to the lack of
data on many relevant variables; so the approach proposed he re is
to use an instrumental variable for firm output.
instrument, however,

To find such an

we need to examine the general structure of

the equation system for the market in which the firm operates.
To implement our study we will use a data sample for the
eight largest American firms for the years, 1920-72. 2

In section

1
In these industries, firms are legally ob ligated to provide the
output demanded at the presumably exogenously regulated price.
2

These eight firms, in order of usual production si ze, were
Bethlehem, Republic Steel, National Steel, Jones &
Laughlin, Armco Steel, Youngstown Sheet & Tube, and Inland Steel.
All except Inland Steel were multiplant firms.
u.s. Steel,
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I I the institutional setting of the industry is discussed,

and

special problems in measuring costs in the industry are analy zed.
In section I I I, the firm cost curves are derived from the produc
tion conditions facing the firms.

Section IV develops the instru

mental variable used for production quantity, and section v gives
the estimation results.

Section V I concludes the paper by

comparing the results with those of other writers.

I I.

Cost Measurement in the Steel Industry
In the years covered by the study, the American steel

industry consisted of eight large firms, usually producing between
70 and 80 percent of industry output, and a large number of fringe
firms accounting for the rest.

Except for some mergers in the

t wenties and a slow deterioration in the u.s. Steel share, the
market distribution remained quite stable.
Technology changed only incrementally during these years.
Larger blast furnaces and superior rolling mills were gradually
adopted.

For the bulk of the years, the Bessemer furnaces were

being replaced by the more efficient open hearth and electric
processes.

Near the end of the sample period, the greatly

superior Basic oxygen

(BOF) st eel furnace became prominent in the

American market, but in 1970 it accounted for less than half of
American production.

This was seventeen years after its intro

duction in this country.
While the structure and technology were relatively stable,
the industry and its largest firms experienced considerable

-

4

-

growth.

Total American steel production grew by 182 percent in

this period.

The Big Eight firms kept pace with this growth and

even increased their market share.

In the Depression, however,

both industry and firm output were much reduced compared to the
1920's.

Consequently,

while certain conditions remained quite

stable, output by the various steel firms experienced a wider
variation than even the growth rates would suggest: so firm costs
could be observed under an ample range of output.

This makes it

possible to measure the cost functions of these firms.
For the greater part of the period, prices were unregulated
in steel.

Only during World War II, part of the K orean War, and

1972 were there any such regulations.

Since the steel companies

radically altered their product mix in steel and prod uced many
other products during World War I I, the years, 1941 to 1945, were
deleted from the sample.

Because the Korean War price controls

only lasted a short time, those years were left in the sample as
was 1972.
one empirical problem is that two steel companies,
and Bethlehem, ran significant ot her businesses.
cement, and Bethlehem built ships.

u.s. Steel

u.s. Steel made

Much of u.s. Steel's cement

business was derived from its activities in steel, since cement
can be made out of blast-furnace slag.

But in 1929,

u.s. Steel

ac quired Atlas Cement Co. , the production of which cannot be
viewed as a byproduct.
multiproduct outputs.

Methods exist, however, to account for
(See Christensen,

Caves, and Swanson 1981. )

But we were unable to find cement production data for u.s. Steel:
-5

so we could only use a measure of steel production.

Even though

the demand and cost conditions in cement are not radically differ
ent from those in steel, cement-cost movements may still distort
t he influence of the independent variables, but the direction of
the bias is not clear, and it might have changed over time.
In the case of Bethlehem's shipbuilding, a measurement pro
blem exists.

The ships built by the company are a heterogeneous

group, consisting of almost anything from tugboats to battleships.
Therefore, it is difficult to develop an appropriate output
measure.

The problem is not acute, however, because except for

the World War I I years

(not included in the sample), the firm's

s hip-building activities were usually an insignificant portion of
its total business.

Also, since ships are built mostly of steel,

the two products share many costs.

Consequently no shipbuilding

output variable will be included in the Bethlehem Steel cost model.

I I I.

The Derivation of the Steel-Firm Cost Function
First we will derive the cost curves under the assumption

that the problem of simultaneity between cost and output has been
solved.

For each of the large steel firms we have available total

cost and output data.

Since the eight firms operated under

varying conditions as to location, technology, organi zation, and
product mix, a cost function will be estimated for each firm.
To estimate the firm's cost curve, we begin by considering
the production function.

W hile steel products are quite numerous,

one can still use production in gross tonnage as an output
-6

measure, because except for some sp ecialty items, the price per
ton and the physical composition of the products are very
similar.
In the production of steel, the following inputs account for
90 percent of the cost of steel: coal
( L), steel scrap

(SS), and capital

(K)

( C), iron ore

( I R), labor

[Hekman 1976, p.

14].

Consequently, the steel-production function for firm i can be
represented as:
I I I:l
w here

qi
Ci ,

=

the total tonnage of steel product
produced by firm i,
IR i, Li, SS i, Ki represent the amounts of
the various production factors used by
firm i.

Past empirical work on the cost function for steel

[Hekman

1978] suggests that a Cobb-Douglas function adequately represents
the technology of steel production. !
are required for our purposes.

Two modifications,

however,

First, since our analysis involves

a long time period, technological change should be taken into

1
The Cobb-Douglas function is a sp ecial case of the transcen
dental log production function.
The transcendental function is
less restrictive in that as prod uction increases it is possible to
allow the marginal rates of substitution between inputs to vary
(See Christensen and Green 1976. )
given unchanging prices.
Specifically, the transcendental function includes the inputs
variables of the Cobb-Douglas function plus cross-products of
these variables.
using the transcendental log function, Hekman
found that for the steel regions the parameters of the cross
products were generally insignificant.
Consequently the Cobb
Douglas function can be used to represent the production
technology of steel without a significant loss of information.
-7

account.

This phenomenon can be accounted for by introducing a

time variable in the Cobb-Douglas specification:
I I I:2
w here
T (t)

=

a time variable representing tec hnological change.

This variable might have two components.

First, as stated above,

technological changes tend to be incremental in this industry7 so
a continuous time variable would seem appropriate. l

Second,

certain phenomena within firms may have led to discrete shifts in
the production functions.

Such changes could be represented by

dummy variables which can be incorporated into the functions.
The second modification concerns capital.

In the short-run,

some types of capital cannot be varied, and demand conditions in
this industry often dictate an immediately planned output less
than the practical maximum allowed for by the amount of available
fixed capital. 2

This fact will affect the relationships between

costs and outputs.

The best way to account for this phenomenon is

to consider the fixed capital a separate factor of production7
here it will be referred to as KF•

1

(See Caves,

For an example of its use, see Christensen,
[197 3].

2

Christensen, and

Jorgenson, and Lau

While theoretically there is no upper limit with a Cobb-Douglas
function because variable factors could be added ad infinitum,
actual input price conditions dictate a practic l limit.
But here
operating under the limit, not above, is the problem being
addressed.
-8

Swanson 1979 for a similar treatment. )

Therefore, the production

function becomes
I I I:2a
T

=

the incremental technological change variable,

D

=

a shift dummy for firm change.

From this production function, we can derive a cost function using
duality theory.

It can be shown that given certain regularity

conditions, the average cost function is the dual of the produc
tion function.

(See Diewert 1974

varian 1978, pp.

34-48

and

Nerlove 1965, pp. 100- 31. )
In converting to the average cost dual, however, a problem
exists because Kp, fixed capital, does not vary at any given time.
So its price cannot immediately affect this cost figure

but if

the amount of Kp changes, the level of average cost will also
change.

To allow for this situation, a measure of the stock of

the fixed capital should be included in the cost function.
Caves,

Christensen, and Swanson 1981 and Lau 1976).

(See

But no

completely satisfactory measure of the amount of Kp is available
so we resort to a proxy variable.
best one is steel-furnace capacity.

Given the available data, the
So the average cost function

would have the following general form:
I I I: 3

-9-

where AC i= average cost for firm i
i. e. , op erating costs minus
depreciation, as found in Moody's (1910-76), 1
CAPi

=

steel-furnace capacity for the firm i
and Steel Institute 1916-80], 2

[American

Iron

T = the technological change variable equals 1 in year 1
and rises to t in year t,
Pc = price index for coal

[Bureau of Mines 1960-7 3],

P IR = price index for iron ore
P L = price index for labor
1947-7 3]'

[ Iron Age 1916-75],

[Bureau of the Census

Pss = price index for steel scrap

[ Iron Age 1955-7 3], and

P K = price index for capital, taking into account both
equipment and interest cost [Department of Commerce
1975, p. 628 and Moody's 1975, p. 246].
(P K is included in the function because there are types of
capital that can be varied. }
Multiplying AC i by qi gives us a total cost curve
i = 1, 8

I I I: 3a

Given the Cobb-Douglas production function used above and duality
theory, this function would have the form below:
TC i = Coqi Cl CAPi C2 T C 3 Pc C4 P IR C S p L C6 Pss C7 p K C8
e C9Deu.

1

I I I: 3b

This formulation is discussed below.

2

The CAPi variable was available from American Iron and Steel
Institute (1920-60} only up to 1960.
For the remaining 12 years,
estimates based on the American Iron and Steel Institute Directory
(1 960-74} and Moody's (1960-75} were used.
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Since data are readily available on the values of the above
physical inputs used by the steel industry, a weighted average
input price index representing the influence of these factor
prices can be computed. !

This allows for greater degrees of

freedom and mitigates the multicollinearity problem.

Therefore,

the input price index is derived as follows:

where We, w1R, W L and Wss

=

the proportion of value-added
accounted for by each input.

Capital was not included in the weighted index because there is no
good way to measure the amount and value of capital used by a firm
at any given time.
ln TC i

=

So taking logs

I I I: 3b becomes

lnCo+C 1ln qi+ C2ln CAPi+ C 3ln T+ C4lnP1+ CslnP K

I I I:4

+ C6 D + u.
Our formulation separates the quantity variable,
capacity,

CAPi •

qi,

from

When steel firms change output to adjust for

immediately changing demand and competitive conditions, they
generally vary production not capacity.

Capacity usually changes

due to factors outside of short-run conditions.

1

But short-run

The sources for this inf ormation were the 1919 input-output
table for 1920 (Leontief 1951} and the Census of Manufactures
for the remaining years ( Census 1921-72}.
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demand conditions could sometimes influence capacity change. !
This could lead to measurement problems, because CAPi is influ
enced by ot her variables in the cost equation possibly making it
endogenous.

The CAPi variable used here, however, is for the

beginning of the year, so current conditions would not affect it.

IV.

The

Instrumental variable

Equation I I I:4 will be fitted econometrically for each firm.
The usual ordinary-least-squares

(OLS) method, however, is an

inappropriate estimation technique because qi is endogenous for
unregulated firms.

Fortunately using the instrumental-variables

procedure can solve this problem
and Intriligator 1978, pp.

(see Johnston 1972 , pp. 278-81,

394-402).

This method consists of finding a variable correlated with qi
but not with the firm cost curve residual term.

An ap propriate

way to construct such an instrumental variable would be to derive
a general model for the whole industry,
demand equation,

including along with the

first, the equations for the outputs and costs of

individual firms and second,

equations specifying the behavior

patterns of firm i and its rivals.

It is beyond the scope of

this paper to estimate such a model, and generally researchers
wanting to measure a cost curve do not have the need and/or

1

Gross changes, such as the closing or building of new plants,
are determined by long-run plans.
On the ot her hand, replacing
wornout equipment and merely operating a plant can lead to incre
mental technological changes and learning curve effects that can
increase capacity.
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resources to develop and measure a model for the whole industry.
But an equation similar to the reduced form of this model would
make a good instrumental variable.
What might be included in such a red uced-form equation?
First it would include the set of variables affecting .the demand
and supply conditions faced by the industry as a whole.

Second, a

set of variables affecting the particular firm's output and cost
should be included.

Examples would be the input prices faced by

the firm and it s capacity.

This set would also include variables

af fecting the expectations about behavior of a firm's competitors.
These expectations variables can be divided into two cate
gories.

The first consists of the demand and supply conditions

affecting each firm's conjectures about its competitors' actions.
If a firm assumes rationality on the part of it s rivals, then
those conditions can be expected to influence these conjectures.
Among them are the firm's assessment of the input cost conditions
facing the rivals.

Included also should be rival capacity since

this would put a limit on their short-run ability to change
output.

Also, in the second subset would be factors affecting the

rivals' desire to respond that might be unconnected with known
economic conditions--i. e. , psychological assessments.

The insti

tutional setting of the industry might also have an influence.
Such phenomena are difficult to measure, but variables to
represent some of them can be introduced.
These considerations lead to an instrument or reduced form
with the following general structure:
-1 3

qi

=

w here y

=

X

=

Xi

=

x·
J

=

n

=

q (Y,

x,

Xi,

Xj' n)

i

=

IV:l

1, 8

a vector of variables affecting general demand
conditions,
a vector of variables affecting general supply
conditions,
a vector of variables affecting the particular cost
conditions of firm i,
a vector of variables affecting the particular cost
conditions of it s rivals, and
a vector of variables (probably institutional and
psychological) affecting firm behavior not directly
connected with the cost and demand variables.

The two most important exogenous variables affecting the
demand for steel are the state of the economy, especially capital
spending and manufacturing output, and the price of substitutes. !
An attractive proxy for the former is the manufacturing-output
index developed and compiled by Kendrick

[1961 and 197 2],

GMAN. 2

Several variables can be used to represent the price of sub
stitutes.
metals

The most obvious is the BLS price index for nonferrous

(PNF), indicating the price of many metals, some of which

can be used in place of steel.

Since there are ot her substitutes

1

In this paper it will be assumed that steel is a product undif
It is dif ficult to ascertain the particular
ferentiated by firm.
variables that might influence the demand for any given firm's
product as opposed to variables influencing the demand for steel
in general.
2
One problem is that the change in steel and iron industry out
put is not netted out.
On the other hand, steel and iron account
for only about 4 percent of the value-added in manufacturing, and
the industry does use its own product: so it is not clear that the
adjustment is too important.
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(such as concrete), the metal-price variable is not completely
representative.

On the ot her hand, economic conditions affecting

the unrepresented substitutes would probably impinge on the prices
of nonferrous metals.

Therefore, the substitution effects are

likely to be adequately captured by the metal-price index.
Other phenomena that cannot be represented by continuous
variables may have af fected steel demand; two seem important.
First, the amount of steel used per amount of manufacturing or
dollar value of GNP has decreased over time. l
pp. 68-71 . )

(See Rowley 1971,

This has happened because of the increases in substi

tutes and the movement of GNP growth, both aggregate and manufac
turing, away from steel-using goods.

Therefore, developments in

the use of steel not accounted for by the above variables may ha ve
led to this change.
change,

An appropriate continuous proxy for this

however, is difficult to develop because the exact para

meters of the trend are unknown.
that World War

It is safe, however, to assume

II contributed much to this change.

(Especially

important was the great increase in aluminum production. )
Consequently, the best that can be done is to separate the pre-War
and post-War periods.

Therefore, the following dummy variable

will be added to the instrumental-variable equation.
ID

=

1 for the years before 1945 and zero afterwards.

1

For instance, between 1929 and 1972, real GNP grew 272 percent
and manufacturing output grew 395 percent, while apparent steel
consumption increased only 141 percent.
-15

The second phenomenon leading a discrete change in the demand
curve is the 19 30's Depression.

So far, changes in manufacturing

activity are included in the model, but the construction industry
was also an important user of steel
1968}.

(18 percent of the total in

Its activity was especially low during the Depression.

In

addition, production in the manufacturing sectors that used steel
most intensively

(autos and capital goods} decreased dispropor

tionately during the Depression.

Therefore, a dummy variable for

the Depression will also be included.
DE P

=

1 for the years 19 30- 39 and zero otherwise.

The variables affecting supply are divided into the three
above categories:

X,

Xi, and Xj•

Technological change

(T} should

be introduced here because it can affect not only the industry but
also the firm and its rivals--maybe to different degrees.
Factor costs would be obvious candidates for inclusion in the
equation.

These variables affect both total and firm output.

Since specific factor prices for each firm are not available, the
national factors prices

(P I for the weighted average of coal, iron

ore, labor, and scrap prices}, and P K for capital, will be
included in the equation. !
and its rivals and

These are factors both for the firm i

(therefore} for the entire industry.

1

Needed would be regional factor price data (regional di ffer
ences result often from transportation costs} and regional firm
pr oduction data.
With these data, weighted factor prices could be
developed for each firm.
While some regional input prices are
available, regional firm data are not generally available, so such
weighted averages cannot be calculated.
The differences are
probably not great.
For instance, for much of the period, labor
and iron ore had similar prices in all regions.
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A specific factor aff ecting the output of firm i would be its
capacity,

CAPi•

The capacity of the entire industry would be

included in x, and the capacity of the rivals, in Xj•
CAPi, total capacity, and the capacity of i's rivals,
the equation, however,
so CAP j is le ft out.

Putting
CAPj, into

would result in perfect multicollinearity
In addition, any dummy shift variable would

be included in the instrumental variable as a part of Xi •
n

consists of other factors influencing the firm's assess

ment of what ot her firms would do, such as the institutional and
psychological setting.

Generally, the variables representing

these phenomena cannot be readily measured, but ma jor changes in
some aspects of the institutional setting can be detected.
The literature suggests three important institutional devel
opments.

Evidence indicates that the demise of the basing-point

pricing system in 1948 had a significant impact.

Hekman

[1978]

found that this change led to lower prices, other things equal. !
A second change seems to have occurred around 1960.

The exact

reasons for it are difficult to ascertain, but several authorities
seemed convinced that a change took place
1970, and FTC 1977].

[Mancke 1968,

Rippe

The combination of increased imports and

market-share deterioration by u.s. Steel apparently led to a more
competitive environment.

1

This system was in effect in various forms in the steel indus
try from about 1900 until the FTC cement decision in 1948.
{F. T. C. vs. Cement Institute et al. , u.s. 68 3, pp. 712-21 [1948] .}
-17

A third watershed would be the 19 30's Depression.

At least

some firms acted more independently during that Depression than
they did before and later.

(See Weiss 1971, pp. 177-78 and

Daugherty, De Cha zeau, and Stratton 19 37, pp. 667-71. )

The

economic conditions of the industry may have led to a weakening of
any leadership position or collusive scheme among the larger
firms.

Consequently, the following additional dummies will be

included in the instrumental-variable equation along with DEP, the
depression dummy:
D1

=

D2

=

1 for the period before 1949 when the basing
point price system was in effect, and 0
otherwise,
1 for the period before 1960, and 0 ot herwise.

The institutional influences accounted for by the dummies
were in many periods operating at the same time.

For instance,

during the Depression years, the basing-point price system was in
effect

so both influences impinged on the steel market.

The reduced form of the output equation then can be given by
qi

=

q ( GMAN, PNF,

ID, DEP, T, Pr, PK,

CAPi,

( IV:2)

Since we have reason to believe that IV:2 is nonlinear, a log-log
form in which the estimated parameter values generally determine
the shape of the curve is used.

-18

lnqi

YO

=

+

Yl lnGMAN

+

Y6lnPr

+

Y11 D2

+
+

+

y7lnP K
Yl2 D

+

Y2 lnPNF
+

.+

y 3 ID

yaln CAPi

+

+

y4 DEP

y9lnCAP

+
+

yslnT

IV: 3

YlODl

v.

Therefore, the predicted value of the left-hand term of

IV: 3 can

be used as an instrument in measuring I I I:4.
As with equation I I I:4, equation IV: 3 will be estimated for
each firm because conditions within any given firm may affect its
parameters.

These interfirm differences can be expected to influ

ence not only the intercepts of these equations but also the
slopes.

When we expect these firm-specific conditions to change

discretely at a given time, additional dummy variables will be
added to the firm equations.

Therefore, the cost equations for

the eight largest steel firms will be measured using the abovedeveloped instrument.

v.

The Results
Equation I I I:4 was estimated for the eight largest steel

companies.

Table I shows the results. !

1

Before describing them,

Since most of the variables in the cost equations are the same
across firms, these equations might fall under the category of
seemingly unrelated regressions.
While the parameters with regard
to the individual firms might be different, the underlying system
is the same.
About this method, however, Johnston [1 972, p. 241]
states, "The gain in efficiency yielded by the Zellner estimator
over the ordinary least squares estimator increases directly with
the correlation between the disturbances from the dif ferent
equations and inversely with the correlation between the different
sets of explanatory variables".
Three of the variables in the
eight equations are identical, the technological variable (T) and
(footnote continued)
-19

'!able 1.-.Jfotal Cost-<::u rve estimates for the "Biq Eiqht" IJ.S. steel coo1panies, for the periorls 1"120-40 anr'l l'l46-72

Fegression coefficients Eorl

Fir1n

N.Jmber
of
observations

Cbnstant

Stee 1ingot
proc\Jction
(q )

Steel
ingot
capa
ity
(CAP)

Cbrrposite input-price inr'lex
(i nchrling pri ces for coal,
i ron ore, l abor, ann scrap steel)
Ti m e
(PI)
(T)
------ ----(t-values are in parentheses)

!>rice of
capital
(P
K)

n.unny3
variable

R2

Fvalue

--------

u.s.2
Steel

47.

6.751

0.695
(19.04) **

0.185
(1.19 )

Dethlehem
Steel2

47

3.683

0.727
(10.35)**

0.054
(0 .27)

Iepl.hlic2
Steel

47

1.301

0.840
(14.22)**

0.517
(5 .46)++

33

8.783

0.686
(6.33) **

- 0.544++
(- 3.61)

1.114
(4 .45)++

45

6.923

0.615
(13.11)**

- 0.145
(-1.?.1)

0.011
(0.14)

0.384
(6.27)*"

11.161
( 1.52)

47

6.313

0.650
(8.04) **

- 0.284
(-1.99)

0.71R
(4 .23)+ +

0.258
(3 .4R) **

0.591
(2 .38)**

tional
Steel
Jones &
T.atiJhlin

Armco
Steel2

.

- 0.130
(-2.53)++

0.013
(0 .11)

----

0.219
(1 .13)

.941

147.76

1.99

.959

217.5 2

2.l l

.994

1212.50

2.04

.9 82

325.98

1.81

0.312
(4 .75)++

.991

7!!7.10

1.R2

0.100
(1.lfj)

.993

1131.95

1.82

0.062
(0 .3 8)

0.519
(4 .05) **

- 0.447
(-1 .2 7)

- 0.198
(-1.52)

0.212
(2 .44) *"

-0.265
(-1 .40)

-0.056
(- 0.51)

rw

-o. 2 62
(-2.12)+

0.392
(1.49)

,.

'!able 1.--'l'otal G:>st-curve estimates for the "Aig Eight" U.S . steel cavanies, for the perinls 1920-40 and 1'146-72
·
Cbntinuer'l
Regression coefficients for l

Firm

l>l.lm be 1:'
oE
observations

Cbnstant

Steel
ingot
prO<luc
tion

_J9l

Youngstcwn
Sleet Steel2

46

5.507

0.747
(17.82) **

In land 2
Steel

47

3.959

0.873
(17.<;7)**

Steel
ingot
capa
ity
(CAP)

0.107
(0.96)
- 0.295
(- 2.20)++

Cbmposite input-price index
(including prices for coal,
Time
it:"on ot:"e, labol:', and scrap steel)
(T )
(PI)
(t-values at:"e In parentheses)

Price of
capital
(PK )

0.038
(0.51)

0.092
(1.22)

- 0.032
(- 0.15)

0.462
(3. 78)++

0.509
(5.19)**

- 0.152
(-0. 65)

!/

'!he dependent variable is sales minus (opet:"ating inCOille plus depreciation).

y

'Ihese l:'egt:"essions were adjusted for the presence of autocorrelation

by

3
D.lmfll{
variable

- 0.042
(- 0. 45)

R2

F
value

rw

.971

305.73

1.88

.993

1039.69

2.18

using ·a genet:"alized least squares methoc1 prorosed by Harvey (19q2).

3/ 'Ihe dummies were intercept dunmies pat:"anetedzer'l as foll s for Jepublic and Armco: the dumny equaled zero before 1929 and one fol:' 1'129 and
after. Fbi:' .Jones & L:lUJhlin it was zel:'o befot:"e 1946 and one· for 19 46 and after, and for In land it was one before 193S and zero fol:' 1935 and aEtet:".
*

Significant at the 95-percent level on a one-tail test.

** Significant at the 99-percent level on a one-tail test.
+

Significant at the 95-percent level on a tl..o-tail test.

++ Significant at the 99-percent level on a t\..o-tail test.

'

however, the definition and data sources for the cost variable
should be examined because they present a special problem.

our

data base is the set of accounting numbers reported in the company
annual reports as compiled by Moody's.
sales minus operating income

The cost figure used is

(before taxes and before interest on

debt} minus depreciation expense.

Depreciation is subtracted out

because it is not clear that the usual accounting techniques
reflect the actual change in the value of the plants.

Capital

goods price changes and technological and demand side developments
can radically alter the real values of these assets in ways not
captured by accounting methods.

Therefore, we will only use data

w hich have a more solid basis in facts. l
We will first describe the results for the technological
and certain dummy variables and then those for the capacity
( CAPi }, input-price, and output
variable

(qi} variables.

The technological

(T} may take on either a positive or a negative value.

(f ootnote continues}
the two input prices.
The eight actual output variables are
generally highly correlated, 19 of the 28 coefficients being over
. 90, with 26 over . 80.
The capacity variables are also highly
correlated, 22 being over . 90 and 26 over . 80.
On the other hand,
the correlation coefficients between the separate equation
residuals are low, on ly 3 of the 28 being over . 60.
Therefore
w hile the seemingly unrelated regressions technique was run, it is
not reported.
The results from this tec hnique along with those
from OLS were not particularly di fferent from those of the
instrumental variable technique.
1

When the analysis was done with the depreciation le ft in the
cost, the results were not materially different.
-22

C hanges over time in such things as product mix and plant location
may compensate or even more than compensate for any efficiency
gains due to technological progress.
test is used.

So a two-tail statistical

For three firms--National, Armco, and Inland--the

time coefficient is significantly different from zero and
positive.

For u.s. Steel it is significant and negative.

The remaining four firms had insignificant T-coefficients:
Laughlin, and Youngstown and

positive for Bethlehem,

Jones

negative for Republic.

One of the reasons for the positive

&

T-coefficients is that over time certain firms may have moved
their product mix in the direction of items requiring more after
finance processing.

This occurred at Jones

&

Laughlin and Inland:

they changed their mix from rail-type items to sheets used for
autos and appliances.
rolling mills.

The latter products required greater use of

(See in Hogan 1971, the chapters on the firms. }

In cases where an identifiable event affected the nature or
policy of a firm during our sample period, the log-log intercept
dummy variable developed above was included in the cost function.
This was done in four instances.
(1} In the late 1920's and early 19 30's,
several other firms.

Republic acquired

Included in these acquisitions were several

plants that Republic was still operating in 1976
p. 55}.

(see FT C 1977,

It is hy pothesi zed that this acquisition program may have

changed the cost structure of the firm.
the dummy was 1929:
is valued at 1.

The separation year for

so for that year and after the dummy variable

When the dummy was tested, it was significantly
-2 3

less than zero on a two-tail test at the 95-percent level;
therefore, this program seems to have lowered Republic's costs.
(2} A dummy variable with 1942 as the separation point was
added to the estimated-cost equation for Jones
account for the acquisition of Otis Steel,
Cleveland,

Ohio. l

&

Laughlin, to

with a plant in

As of 1977, this plant was one of only three

fully integrated Jones

&

Laughlin plants.

coefficient is positive and significant.

The dummy variable's
This may have occurred

because, for much of the period, the Otis mill was smaller than
the ot her two plants.

Also, the otis plant may have made more

expensive products.
( 3} In the late 1920's Armco went through an acquisition
program similar to Republic's.

It acquired plants in Ashland,

K entucky; Butler, Pennsylvania; and Kansas City.
used as the separation point.

Again 1929 was

Unlike with Republic, its dummy was

positive, but it was not significantly different from zero.
(4} In the early 19 30's Inland Steel rather suddenly changed
much of its product line from heavy steel-beam-like items such as
rails to lighter things like sheets for autos and appliances.

The

product-mix-change dummy using 19 35 as the separation point was
negative but in significant.
The input-cost results were strong for the weighted-price
variable, P I, but weak for the price-of-capital variable, P K •

1

All

Since World War II was left out of the sample, in essence the
year was 1946.
-24
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the P1 coefficients except for National Steel had the predicted
sign, and five were highly significant.

Of the P K coefficients,

four had the wrong signs, and only one was significantly greater
than zero.

Perhaps the index used here does not adequately

represent the cost of variable capital faced by the firms in the
sample.
Some capacity results were strange in that the coefficients
were less than zero.

They were negative for National, Jones

Laughlin, Armco, and Inland.

&

In the output ranges of the large

eight steel companies it is not clear that any economies or dis
economies of scale exist, but one still would not expect negative
coefficients.

Once output has been taken into account,

however,

there may be only a loose relationship between capacity and total
cost.

All the firms except Inland are multiplant: so various

plant-si ze configurations could lead to many di fferent capacity/
cost relationships.

For instance, over time some firms may have

expanded the capacity of mi lls, making relative low cost steel
products.

This could lead to the capacity coefficients being

negative, perhaps explaining the range of CAPi coefficients that
we have.
The coefficients of the output variables ar e all signifi
cantly larger than zero.

Since all the output coefficients are

also significantly smaller than one, given the functional form,
the steel companies in the sample seem to be operating in a region
of falling average costs.

-25
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overall the models used here explained most of the variation
The R2

in the total cost for the eight largest steel firms.
ranged from . 941 for u.s. Steel to . 994 for Republic.

As might be

expected, the R2 values were lo wer for the two firms with
significant other businesses,

V I.

u.s. Steel and Bethlehem.

Implications and Conclusions
The estimates of the cost-output coef ficients are signifi

cantly less than unity,

which is inconsistent with the Rowley

hypothesis of rising short-run steel firm cost curves.

It does

seem incongruous that firms employing different plants often with
diverse techniques and capacities do not have rising cost curves.
Differing steel product mixes and geographic locations,
may explain our results.

however,

In order to satisfy a heterogeneous

geographic and product type demand,

American steel firms may have

had to use their high cost plants even at low outputs.
firm production approaches firm capacity,

So as total

instead of bringing in

their high cost facilities when the capacity of the low cost
operations were completely utili zed, the companies merely found
themselves using all their plants at higher capacities.

This would

lead to downsloping cost curves like the ones discussed by
Bittlingmayer instead of the rising functions of Rowley.
The less than unity coefficients seem also to contradict the
results of some earlier works described in Rowley.

These writers

found short-run total cost curves for steel firms to be linear
which indicates a flat instead of downsloping or upsloping marginal
-26
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and average cost curve.
1940).

(See Yntema 1940 and Wylie and E zekiel

On the other hand, the linear function may be a good

approximation for the measured curves even though the cost-output
elasticity is less than one.
recast equation

To examine this question let us

I I I: 3b, the total cost curve, as follows (the

ot her variables being suppressed):
i
where a i CAPi
ai

=

1, 8

=

qi,

=

qi/ CAPi, the capacity utili zation rate.

V I:l

Average cost, then, can be derived as follows:
IV:2
If the firm produces at capacity, a i Cl-1 equals one and AC i
collapses to
IV:2a
The term, a i Cl-1, then, is the ratio of average cost at below
capacity to average cost at capacity, and the following expression
represents the per unit percentage cost penalty for op erating at
an a capacity utili zation rate
Penalty

=

a Cl-1 - 1.

-27
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Table

II shows the penalties of operating at various capacity

utilization rates for the eight largest American steel firms.
Only for Republic and Inland do the cost curves seem even close to
flat for the capacity utili zation interval between 60 and
90 percent, a range in which most steel firms op erated in the
years between World War

II and the 1970's.

Consequently, the

linear total cost curve estimates do not seem to be particularly
realistic.
Therefore, the marginal cost pricing problem along with the
possible consequences for collusion examined by Bittlingmayer does
exist for the short-run in the steel industry.

On the other hand,

the increase in the market share of the smaller "Big Eight" firms
indicates that the long-run firm cost curve may not have been
down-sloping.

Consequently it is possible that price tended to

equal long-run marginal cost, and a close-to-efficient outcome may
have occurred.

To arrive at this result, however, firms must have

found a way in the short-run to keep receipts above total costs.
Given our cost curve results, this implies a price above not only
short-run average but also short-run marginal cost meaning that
there may have been a cooperative outcome.

The usual profit

ability of the Big Eight firms during our sample period lends some
support to this hy pothesis.

-28
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Table I I
The Penalty over Full Utili zation ( Increase in
Average Cost) for Operating At The a Capacity Utili zation

Percentage Cost penalty when
60%

80%

a

equals
90%

u.s. Steel

16. 9

7. 0

3. 3

Bethlehem

15. 0

6. 3

2. 9

8. 5

3. 6

1. 7

National Steel

17. 4

7. 3

3. 4

Jones

21. 7

9. 0

4. 1

Armco

19. 6

8. 1

3. 8

Youngstown
Sheet & Tube

1 3. 8

5. 8

2. 7

6. 7

2. 9

1. 3

Republic

&

Laughlin

Inland Steel
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